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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Compared to many other forging methods, radial forging is relatively

new having been commercialized late in the twentieth century. Radial

forging may be characterized as a multi-hammer, open die forging process for

producing solid and hollow, rotational and non-rotational, axisymmetric

parts. Two types of machines are in common usage employing either two or

four hammers. Of the various radial forging machines, Gesellschaft fuer

Fertigungstechnik und Maschinenbau GmbH (GFM) is the most widely

recognized manufacturer.

This report summarizes the state-of-technology in radial forging. A

brief presentation of the computer program, RFORGE, which was developed

by Battelle under an earlier contract is included (RFORGE User's Manual is

included in Appendix A) as are initial results of a reduced scale, isothermal

simulation of the radial forging process using the present preform design.

The simulation was run using the computer program DEFORM which was

also developed by Battelle specifically for simulating metal forming processes.

RFORGE was found to be useful for situations where detailed process analyses

are not required. However, RFORGE's lack of post-processing capabilities

requires that the user manually process and interpret the results. On the other

hand, DEFORM was found to be very useful in modeling the radial forging

process and offers the user detailed post-processing and information on

strain, strain rate, temperature, and metal flow. To simplify the finite element

process model used in this study, the simulation was approximated as an

isothermal, axisymmetric process. Simulation results are included.

Data supplied by Benet Laboratory was analyzed using statistical

methods to determine what significant relations exist between the forged and

heat treated gun tube and resultant mechanical properties. Due to probable 0

confounding effects of the forging and heat treatment processes no significant

relations were found. It is recommended that a more detailed experimental

study be carried out which isolates the forging process from post-forging heat ..w-
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treatment in order to gain a better understanding of how the radial forging
process affects the mechanical properties of the forged gun tube. A simple true
strain method of calculating forging reduction was used to analyze the plastic
strains at the breech end to develop a new preform design which is expected
to yield uniform amounts of strain at each point in the gun tube after radial
forging.
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INTRODUCTION

Metal forming processes may be divided into two broad classifications

depending on their flexibility. Lange has proposed such a scheme where

metal forming is divided into free-flow forming and restricted-flow forming

processes (Reference 1). According to this definition, the final shape and

tolerance of the workpieces in free-flow forming is dependent only on the

relative motions and positions of the dies. Restricted-flow forming on the

other hand is independent of machine motion and is a function of the die

impression only based on Lange's classification. Based on these definitions it

is readily seen that radial forging may be broadly classified as a free-flow

forming process. Additionally, it is apparent that radial forging is a flexible

forming process in that a variety of different part geometries can be produced

without any requirements for die change.

Radial forging often referred to as, and confused with, rotary forging is

a relatively new forging process. The term rotary forging is used due to the

fact that in some operations the workpiece is rotated during the forging

operation. The term, radial forging, appears to be widely used in Europe to

describe the process while both radial and rotary forging are commonly used

in the United States to describe the process. The process is depicted in Figure 1

below.

A similar process that may be classified as a form of radial forging is

rotary swaging. Swaging differs from radial forging in that the dies are

mounted in a headstock which holds the dies and a set of planetary rollers.

Typically, two or four dies are used. The end of the dies which contacts the

rollers is shaped as a cam. As the headstock rotates at a high frequency the

dies are activated by the rollers and returned by centrifugal force. The die

travel is changed by adding or removing shim stock between the dies and

rollers.



Chuck Head Forgling Box Chuck Head

Figure 1. Radial Forging Process.

Radial forging in its present form is essentially an open die forging

process using sets of counterblow hammers or dies where tubular (solid or

hollow) or square billets are reduced in cross-section to straight or tapered
forms. For processing of tubular billets, a mandrel is required. Radial forging

is commonly done using 2, 3, or 4 counteracting dies located in one plane.

The simplest and most common orientation is the vertical plane. Most

forging applications for radial forging involve simple reduction of the cross-

section of axisymmetric parts. However, increased use of the process is being

made in small lot production of complex "T", "X", and "Y" shapes. Radial

forging is also capable in some cases of producing parts of non-symmetric

cross-section. However, the machine must be modified to withstand the

torque and moment arms developed by the out-of-plane forging conditions

(Ref. 2). Additionally, this necessitates that the machine be capable of
independent adjustment of the individual hammers.

Rotary forging was developed from open die forging where solid billets

are reduced between a flat upper die and a "U" or "V" shaped lower die in a

mechanical or hydraulic press. An overhead crane or track mounted

manipulator is then used to rotate and feed the billet between subsequent
press hits. This process is depicted below in Figure 2:

2
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Figure 2. Open Die Forging Process (Ref. 3).

However, there are a number of problems inherent in the open die
process depicted in Figure 2. The process is quite slow due to the limitation of
stroking rate of the press being used. Due to the die configuration, edge and

surface cracks or bursts are likely to develop due to the tensile stresses that can
develop in the unsupported edges of the workpiece. Additionally, significant
heat loss from the billet to the dies may require that multiple reheats be

performed to prevent the material flow stress from becoming too large.
Center bursting and surface cracking problems may be minimized by using
"V" shaped dies but this limits the amount of reduction available in one pass

and may require frequent die changes between passes (Ref. 4). Many of these
problems have been overcome by the present radial forging machines.

The basic configuration of the radial forging machine was initially

developed by Dr. Bruno Kralowetz who founded GFM in Steyr, Austria in
1946 (Ref. 5). The first four hammer working model of the machine was
introduced in 1960. GFM has since installed over 600 machines worldwide. A

cross-sectional view of the forging box of a GFM machine is shown below in

Figure 3.

3
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Figure 3. Cross-section of the GFM Radial Forging Machine (Ref. 6).

As can be seen, the basic premise of the machine is that four dies

attached to hammers simultaneously press the workpiece. It is important to

note the distinction that the dies actually press the workpiece although it
would appear that with the high stroking rate that the dies actuallv act like

hammers. However, the deformation rates encountered in radial forging are
within those typically encountered for press operations. The radial forging

process has a high stroke rate due to the fact that the hammers are spaced very

close to the workpiece, requiring only a short period of time between

subsequent strokes. As the radial forging machine is simply a short-stroke

mechanical press, the die velocity at any point in the stroke may be calculated

by using equation (1) below (Ref. 7). Additionally, many machines have an
automated stock handling system incorporated into the machine to provide

coordinated rotation and feed of the stock between hits. Thus, only a small
portion of the workpiece undergoes deformation at a given time. The

advantage of using four hammers is that the probability of edge cracks

developing from tensile stresses is quite small as the surface is under

compression. Due to the counteracting motion of the hammer dies, there are
virtually no stresses being transmitted to the forging machine frame and

4



since only a small portion of the workpiece is being deformed at one time, the
forging forces required will be relatively low. Heat loss from the workpiece is
minimized and in many cases, with proper selection of process parameters,
the temperature may increase from deformation as the hammers contact the
workpiece typically from 150-200 times per minute. This is advantageous as it
eliminates the need to reheat the billet between passes. The need for die
changes are also eliminated with the radial forging machine as the amount of
reduction may be varied merely by changing the stroke length of the
hammers. On many machines this may be done by simple reprogramming of
the machine. Another advantage of the radial forging process is that the
internal soundness of cast billets is improved and internal voids closed.

(3) 0 1 (Ref. 10)

where: W = Ram Location from Bottom Dead Center (inches)

S = Stroke Length (inches)
N = Number of Strokes per Minute

Present day rotary forging equipment is best characterized by the
number of hammers used in the machine. Two and four hammer machines
being most common. Typical hammer arrangements for each machine are
shown below in Figures 4, 5, and 6. Another classification scheme would be to
group machines on the basis of whether the hammers are arranged in the
vertical or horizontal plane. However, radial forging machines of the latter
type are not common.

Variables in Radial Forging

Shown below in Table 1 is a listing of the major variables found in
radial forging which must be controlled to obtain desired finish product
properties.
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Table 1. Significant Variables in Radial Forging Process.

1. Forging Stock or Pre-form Variables:

- Material Flow Stress

- Microstructure

- Stock Dimensions
- Material Physical Properties (e.g. thermal properties)
- Scale on Surface of Stock
- Temperature of Workpiece

2. Machine and Tooling Variables
- Die Geometry

- Die Material and Properties
- Mandrel Properties and Design

- Use of Lubricant on Mandrel
- Stroking Rate

- Length of Stroke

- Machine Tonnage Capacity

3. Process Variables
- Billet Temperature

- Die Stroke Velocity/Contact Time on Workpiece
- Percent Reduction of Workpiece

- Temperatures Generated in Work Zone

- Feed Rates (Axial and Longitudinal)

6



RADIAL FORGING MACHINES

Two Die RadiaL Forging Machines

Two die radial forging machines are quite similar to traditional open
die forging presses in that two dies are used. Radial forging machines on the
other hand have a much higher stroking rate than traditional mechanical
presses.

1. Fenn Manufacturing Radial Forging Machine

A schematic of a two hammer radial forging machine built by Fenn
Manufacturing Company under license from Usine de Wecker is shown
below in Figure 4 (Ref. 8). As of 12/31/89, the manufacture of these machines
in Europe was transferred to GFU-Maschinenbau GmBH of West Germany
(Ref. 8). With suitable alteration, the machine can also operate with four dies.
As can be seen, the dies are mounted on rocker arms driven by a single
driveshaft via eccentric cams. The dies are returned by spring action after
deforming the workpiece. The distance between the dies is controlled by
adjusting a worm type bushing Which controls the throw of the dies or
chuckheads which also advance the part in the axial direction. Due to the
rapid stroking of the dies, significant heat buildup can occur in the dies. To
avoid overheating, the dies are water-cooled. As can be seen in Figure 4, the
Fenn Machine is a relatively simple mechanism. Maximum operating speed
is 1000 strokes per minute with forging loads of 15,000 KN per tool (Ref. 8).

II. Ruthner Radial Forging Machine

The two die hydraulic radial forging machine from the Andritz-
Ruthner Industrieanlagen-Akliengeselleschaft of Austria was first introduced
in 1981 (Ref. 9). The forging box consists of two horizontally arranged
hydraulic cylinders upon which the forging dies are mounted. Some of the
machine features include 1,250 tons capability per tool, automatic tool-
changing and pre-heating, and a hydrostatic mounting system for the
manipulators. The uniqueness of the hydrostatic mounting system stems

7



from the fact that the base of the manipulators ride entirely upon a layer of oil

in order to eliminate all metal to metal contact and wear (Ref. 9).

Figure 4. Two Die Radial Forging Machine (Ref. 8).

Figure 5. Three Die Radial Forging Machine (Ref. 4).
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Due to the two hammer layout of the Ruthner machine, the forging of
round stock requires multiple forging passes. Initially the billet is pass forged

to achieve an Qctagon shape slightly larger than the finish forged dimension

while the final pass forges the finish dimension using short strokes to obtain

small depth penetration at the surface (Ref. 9).

Four Die Radial Forging Machines

In general, the four die radial forging machines are more 'ly used

than two die machines. One of the major advantages of the four achines

is that square and round shapes may be produced in one pass whery, the two

die machines often require multiple forging passes. In general, four die
machines are more complex and costly than two die machines.

L Kocks Four Die Swing Forging Machine

This machine differs from other radial forging machines in that the

dies are activated by mechanical linkages and eccentric cams as shown in

Figure 5. Most four die machines are driven by either hydraulic pistons or
mechanical connecting rods. Additionally, the Kocks machine differs from
other radial forging machines in that it is intended mainly for hot reduction
of square or rectangular billets on a continuous basis, similar to rolling (Ref.
4).

Each die is operated independently by three linkages mounted on

eccentric cams. The dies are operated in pairs with the second pair operated at
180 degrees to the first pair. The machine is self-feeding and requires no

manipulators to feed the stock as the dies pull the material through the forge

zone after deformation. The dies initially sink the material as shown in
Figure 6a. With continued travel of the dies, the material is finish forged and
pulled through at the end of the die rotation.

9
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Figure 6. Kocks Swing Forging Machine (Ref. 4).

II. GFM Radial Forging Machine

The four die configuration of the radial forging machine is probably the

most common machine in use. Of these, GFM is best known for radial forging

machines.

The first radial forging machines built by GFM were based on a

pneumatic-hydraulic drive system which closely approximated the action of a

counterblow hammer. A schematic of the machine is shown below in Figure

7. The dies were activated by a high pressure nitrogen system connected to

individual pistons. This enabled the dies to achieve high impact energies and

velocities up to 30 feet/second (Ref. 10). Synchronization was provided by a

hydraulic system to maintain die travel. Upon completion of the forming

stroke, the dies were retracted by the hydraulic system which also acted to
compress the nitrogen gas (Ref. 10). The machine was capable of preheating

the stock with the addition of an induction heater mounted at the entrance to

the forge box. This system has been replaced in favor of the mechanical drive

system described below.

The present four hammer GFM radial forging machine is essentially a

mechanically driven short stroke press. Due to the close proximity of the
hammers in relation to one another, very high stroking rates are achieved.

10



This is a major change from the GFM machine described above. Each die is

mounted on a connecting rod which is driven by an adjustable eccentric shaft

which enables variable stroke lengths. The eccentric shafts are driven via

gears which synchronize the amount of die travel. Both round and

rectangular cross-sections may be reduced as die travel may be adjusted either

in sets or in unison via gears in the forging box. GFM's largest machine used

in the West, the SX-65, is capable of 125 strokes per minute with a forging load

of 25,000 KN per tool (Ref. 6). A larger model, the SX-85, has been delivered to

the Soviet Union.

The construction of the GFM radial forging machine is radically

different from that of typical open-die forging presses. The forging action of

the radial forge takes place within a vertically arranged forging box which

houses the four hammers and drives at right angles. Due to the opposing

motion of the hammers, no forces are transmitted to the machine itself.

Therefore the machine foundation remains virtually free from stress and

vibration (Ref. 6).

Figure 7. GFM Four Die Radial Forging Machine (Ref. 10).
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Ill, SMS Hasenclever Radial Forging Machine

A rather unique four hammer radial forging machine was developed
by SMS Hasenclever in collaboration with the Technical University of
Stuttgart to forge tubular and solid billets. A cross-sectional view of the
RUMX 2000 is shown below in Figure 8. The uniqueness of the RUMX 2000
derives from the fact that it allows individual control of each ram stroke and
adjustment of the stroke length and position between each stroke. Another
feature of the RUMX 2000 is a programmable tool change system which
enables quick change capability of the dies during the process which allows a
workpiece of 550 square mm to be reduced to 65 mm diameter without
interruption (Ref. 1). With appropriate modifications, the RUMX 2000 is also
capable of forging non-symmetric workpieces.

The hammers are hydraulically driven and have a maximum capacity
of 10 MN. Machine control is provided by a DEC PDP 11/73 computer (Ref. 1).
The control computer also generates process plans and appropriate processing
control program from the finished workpiece geometry using the computer
program "PRORUM" as described below.

Radial Forging Machine Drives

A review of the common radial forging machines show that two drives
are in common use: mechanical and hydraulic. Of these two, mechanical
drives are predominant. The primary reason for the popularity of the
mechanical drive is due to the inherently faster speed of the drive compared
to a hydraulic system. However hydraulic drives offer greater flexibility in
forging prismatic and non-symmetric cross-sections due to the possibility for
individual control of each hammer's stroke.

12
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Figure 8. SMS Hasenclever Four Die Radial Forging Machine with

Tool and Workpiece Motions (Ref. 11).
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Radial Forging Automation

One common feature of most radial forging machines is integral,

automi,,ic stock handling by one or two manipulators. For the case where the
workpiece must be forged over its entire length in one heat, two chuckheads

are normally used (Ref. 12). In the case of two manipulators, one manipulator

serves to feed the workpiece while the second manipulator merely holds the
workpiece and maintains centering. The stock manipulators serve to pro~de

both longitudinal and rotational movement to the workpiece. Workpiece
movement occurs between hammer blows to prevent twisting of the
workpiece. Unlike open die forging, the manipulators constantly maintain

the workpiece center position between the dies irregardless of the cross-

section reduction. The manipulators perform both axial and rotational feed

between strokes.

Many radial forging installations have completely automated processes
integrated into flexible manufacturing systems (FMS). A typical example of an
automated radial forging operation is the line at Carpenter Technology's forge
plant in Reading, PA which was installed in 1983. This line is depicted in

Figure 9 below. Another example of an automated radial forging line that
integrates forging, heat treatment, and automatic stock handling operations,

is located at the U.S. Army's Watervliet Arsenal in Watervliet, NY.

14
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Figure 9. A Radial Forging Line at Carpenter Technology's Plant (Ref. 13).

Forging Over A Mandrel

The primary difference between forging solid and hollow workpieces is

that a mandrel must be used. For hot and cold forging of seamless tubes in

radial forging, a retractable mandrel must be employed to support the inner

wall of the workpiece. An additional difference is that three deformation

zones exist during tube forging whereas solid forging has only two

deformation zones. This is depicted below in Figures 10 and 11. Typically the

mandrel is a hardened piece of tool steel with internal water cooling to

prevent seizure due to exposure to the high temperatures and pressures

generated during the forging process. The outer diameter of the mandrel

corresponds to the finished inner diameter of the forged workpiece. Two

types of mandrels are commonly used in radial forging. The first is a "short"

or stationary mandrel which is used to forge tubes having a constant internal

bore (Ref. 12). The second type is termed a "long" or moveable mandrel and is

used to forge tubes having stepped inner and outer diameters (Ref. 12). The

long mandrel moves in progression with the workpiece through the

deformation zone while the short mandrel remains stationary. Due to the

fine surface finishes from cold forging, some work has been done in finish

15



forging the rifling in small caliber, thin wall gun barrels (Ref. 14). Due to the
presence of high temperatures and pressures at the mandrel/ workpiece
interface, in many cases adequate lubrication or an insulating material may
need to be applied to the mandrel to prevent sticking.

The stresses on the mandrel were analyzed by Ragupathi et al. (Ref. 16)
using the computer program, ADINA, which is based on the finite element
method. Ar. examination of the stresses on the mandrel show that it
subjected to both thermal and mechanical stresses. Thermal stresses are set-up
due to the creation of large thermal gradients between the water-cooled
mandrel and the heated workpiece. Mechanical stresses arise due to the

intermittent loading from the hammers. Ragupathi et al. (Ref. 16) reported
that the thermal stresses remained relatively constant during the process due
to the constant nature of the temperature gradients whereas the mechanical

stresses could be modeled using a sinusoidal waveform. Since the dies
operate at 200 strokes/minute, both the dies and mandrel are subject to
fatigue failure (Ref. 17).
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Figure 10. Deformation Zones in Radial Forging of Tubes (Ref. 15).

IN

( Sinking zone; () Forging zone

Figure 11. Deformation Zones in Radial Forging of Solids (Ref. 15).
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RADIAL FORGING RESEARCH

The first significant paper was written by Sachs and Baldwin in 1946

where they analyzed the stress states in tube drawing (Ref. 18). While tube

sinking is not a radial forging process per se, it is quite relevant in that the

material deformation and stress states are similar to those in tube sinking in

radial forging. Sachs and Baldwin were the first to apply the slab approach to

analyzing the tube sinking process. The resulting expression for the draw

stress is shown below in equation (2).

(2) a,=-l -io + ,'(
B-1L ~ o Do)

Their result shows that the draw stress is a function of the tube

reduction and the existing friction conditions at the workpiece and die

interface.

The next noteworthy paper was presented by Kegg in 1964 on the

mechanics of rosary tube swaging (Ref. 19). Kegg attempted to develop a

model for the kinematics of the headstock mechanism and for predicting the

power requirements for the process and estimating the maximum reduction.

The model that Kegg used in his analysis for determining the die pressure

assumed that the radial forging process was similar to plane strain extrusion

with a small inlet angle. The resulting equation from the slab analysis shows

that the die pressure is a function of the back push stress material flow stress

and the deformation, x.

(3) a, =( ab+ 2o exp(-h,)

Examining equation (3) above it can be seen that the result is very similar to

the case for extrusion. However, this analysis ignores the effect of the

finishing zone which has been shown to be a significant effect in radial
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forging (Ref. 15). Additionally, the assumption that the die inlet angle, a, is

small is not always valid in radial forging practice.

No further work was done in this area until 1974 when researchers at
Battelle Columbus Laboratories analyzed the radial forging process for
manufacturing gun barrels for the United States Army (Ref. 15). This effort
was the first to extensively mathematically model the radial forging process.
As part of the work, slab and upper bound analysis of the forging of gun tubes
was performed to predict the stresses, strains, and temperatures during the
forging process. The resultant work was incorporated into a FORTRAN based
computer program called RFORGE which enabled calculation of the neutral
plane, forging loads, strain, strain rates, and temperatures generated in the
workpiece during the forging operation. RFORGE is limited, however, to the
forging of tubular workpieces.

The analysis carried out by Altan et al. (Ref. 15) assumed that the radial
forging process was divided into three distinct zones: sinking, forging, and
sizing. Additionally, complete contact around the periphery was assumed

between the dies and workpiece such that no flash was generated. An
important departure from previous analyses was that the coefficient of
friction was replaced by the friction factor. Use of the friction factor enables
determination of the friction conditions existing in metal forming by the use
of the relatively simple ring test. Additionally, the ring test was used to
generate the flow curves for the work material at warm and hot iýrorking
temperatures.

The resultant equations obtained for the sinking zone from the slab

analysis were found to be for the axial stress and die pressures respectively
(Ref. 15):

(4) al = a., Ia(+j.fL Iln( R-0.5t, cs a +..L(R-R)}
al( l+2,,.,•3 J n R, - 0. 5to1cos9a "•/'3t sin a
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The resultant equations for axial and die pressures in the forging zone

were found to be respectively (Ref. 15):

(6) 2 (Ra-R2(R+R2]]

(7) P=a-o,

The resultant equations for the axial and die pressures in the sizing

zone were found respectively to be (Ref. 15):

(8) = a 2 nýR -MR'( z)lO~+ 73 J (R2 +R..);

(9) P=.-o'

Lange developed a computer program for optimizing the radial forging

process for the four hammer hydraulic machine, RUMX 2000, designed at the

University of Stuttgart and SMS Hasenclever (Ref. 1). The program was called

"PRORUM" and using the geometry of the final machined part, strains,

machining allowance, available raw material dimensions, and available tool

sets, the inputs for an automated process planning were generated. PRORUM

was a significant breakthrough in the application of NC to metal forming in

that all necessary forming steps in the part program were generated from the

input data. From the above data, PRORUM adapted the geometry to the radial

forging process, determined a suitable preform size, and optimum

deformation sequence. In the next phase of the program, the individual

process steps are determined including axial and angular feeds, ram motions,

and which of the available tool sets should be used to obtain the desired

degree of plastification of the cross-section. The program is of an interactive

nature and is capable of displaying the workpiece at various intermediate
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steps. Additionally PRORUM determines if there is any danger of tool
collision based on the tool sets chosen for the process.

Lange further extended the program PRORUM to cover optimization

of stepped shaft production for radial forging and turning combined into a
complex FMS cell (Ref. 20). The program, "VORUM" was similar to
PRORUM in that it was specifically written for the SMS Hasenclever RUMX
2000 Forging machine. VORUM, a multi-function program, is able to select
the processing steps for a complex FMS cell which allows optimum use of
both the radial forging machine and the lathe to produce a given stepped
shaft. Based on the overhead and production costs input as data to the
program, VORUM determines all possible process combinations based on a

breakdown of the part geometry and then selects the sequence of forging
and/or turning that offers minimum processing time and production costs.

The disadvantages of the programs PRORUM and VORUM are that
they are proprietary and were specifically developed for the RUMX 2000
machine and are not applicable to general purpose radial forging applications
on other forging machines.

Metal Flow in Radial Forging

The metal flow of solid billets in radial forging has been analyzed by
Lange (Ref. 1) and Paukert (Ref. 21) at The University of Stuttgart using FEM

techniques. Lange's results show that the metal flow is essentially that the
material underneath the forming tools will be displaced as a rigid block into
the workpiece while the regions to the left and right of the tool will be
displaced respectively in those directions with no corresponding plastic

deformation. As can be seen below in Figure 12, there is a region where no
axial flow of material occurs. This is referred to as the neutral plane. Lange

also analyzed the conditions which allowed maximum plastic deformation in
a rectangular cross-section using flat tools (Ref. 1). To obtain maximum
deformation in the center of the workpiece, described as the ratio of real strain

to theoretical strain, Lange found that this occurred when the ratio of
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indentation to original billet diameter (bite ratio) was equal to 0.5. To ensure

sufficient deformation in the workpiece center, a relative indentation,
defined as the ratio of 2*Ah/Ho, of at least 0.16 was required (Ref. 1).

Paukert also analyzed the radial forging process using visioplasticity
and FEM for a flat forging tool (Ref. 21). Results showed that the most
important parameters in radial forging were: ratio of tool length to workpiece
thickness, workpiece and tool geometry, and forging sequence. This analysis
needs to be extended to the case of tools with compound angles.

Isogawa, Suzuki, and Uehara more recently investigated the radial
forging of Inconel 718 in an effort to study the nature of the temperature
profile generated and the resultant microstructure (Ref. 22). As part of their

study, plasticine was used to model the workpiece. One of the most
interesting points brought out during the study was that circumferential
cracking occurred in the workpiece at a critical temperature. Unfortunately
the authors did not report at which temperature this phenomena was

observed.
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Fgure 12. Velocity Field in Radial Forging Showing Effect of Relative
Indentation to Core Penetration (Ref. 1).
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Isogawa et al. also reported that the shear strain increased from the surface to
a maximum value which was located 30% below the surface of the billet.
After reaching a maximum, the shear strain rapidly dropped to a negligible
amount with increasing distance from the workpiece surface. This
corresponded to the region at which the authors reported that circumferential
cracking had occurred during actual forging trials. The cracking effect was
attributed to the radial and longitudinal tensile stresses that developed in the
areas that were between those in contact with the hammers.

Cold and Warm Forging

As the trend towards net shape manufacturing continues, cold and
warm forging processes offer several important advantages: reduced energy
consumption for billet heating, improved surface finish, and reduced scale
formation. The disadvantage is that more robust forging machines are
required due to the higher flow stresses encountered. The primary use of cold
forging in radial forging is limited to small part production and thin wall
tubes due to the higher stresses generated during deformation.

Defect Consolidation

This issue is of considerable importance in the production of wrought
billets from cast ingots in primary working processes. Defects are formed from
uneven solidification and shrinkage in the casting. These defects seriously
impair the soundness and mechanical properties of the final forged product.
A large number of studies have been performed to study defect consolidation
in open die forging and have been reviewed in an earlier ERC/NSM report
(Ref. 23). However this issue has not been studied as extensively for the radial
forging process. It would be of practical value to determine how the
mechanism of void closure is affected by four radial dies as compared to two
dies. Moreover this knowledge would be of use in optimizing the amount of
deformation required to close voids which are present in the billet. Closing of
voids in open die forging was studied by Im and Dudra (Ref. 23) using both
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numerical simulation and plasticine modeling techniques for plane strain
conditions in open die forging of massive workpieces. If the assumption that
the effect of hydrostatic stress and effective strain are significant as claimed by

Im and Dudra, their approach could easily be extended to radial forging. Due
to the fact that four hammers are being used rather than two, the internal
distribution of compressive stresses should be larger and hence more effective
in closing internal voids and porosity. Although this is intuitively obvious, it

has not yet been formally studied.

Empirical results from industry have shown that a reduction of 2.2:1
will consolidate centerline porosity to an extent that it can no longer be

detected by ultrasonic inspection in wrought bars (Ref. 24). An increase of the
reduction to 3:1 has been found to achieve absolute core density and a fine
grained structure.
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USE OF RFORGE PROGRAM

As part of the first phase of this work, RFORGE computer program was

used to simulate the radial forging of gun tubes at The Watervliet Arsenal.

RFORGE is presently running on the VAX 11/750 mini-computer at the ERC

for Net Shape Manufacturing at The Ohio State University. A user's manual

is included in Appendix A, hence only an overview of the program use and

capabilities will be presented here.

Three program files: INPUT.DAT, OUTPUT.DAT, and RFORGE.FOR,

are required to run the simulation routine. All input, execution and process

related variables used in the simulation are entered into LNPUT.DAT and are

used in the process calculation routines contained in the FORTRAN 77

source file: RFORGE.FOR. Upon completion of program execution, all

simulation results are written to and may be accessed from the data file:

OUTPUT.DAT. The amount and detail of the output may be controlled by

inserting the appropriate variable value in the input data file.

RFORGE is essentially a fixed configuration FEM model for forging of
hollow tubes. In its present configuration, RFORGE is limited to simulating

forging of AISI 4337 tubular workpieces over a mandrel except in the case
where the only item of interest is the forging stresses and loads for which

solid, round workpieces may be used. To perform the simulation, the user

defines a simplified grid pattern for the workpiece which determines the

element sizes after deformation is completed. Deformation is assumed to take

place at the end of the stroke. As no plastic deformation is taking place in the

sinking zone, only the forging and sizing zones are considered during the

analysis. Workpiece temperatures are calculated by determining the amount

of deformation under the dies assuming no heat transfer is taking place at

that instant. After deformation is completed, heat transfer is then assumed to

take place and the resultant temperature for each element is computed. Stress
and load calculations are performed using the slab method. The location of

the neutral plane is calculated by numerically searching each of the three

regions for the point in the velocity field where the material has zero
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longitudinal velocity. Additionally, this region also corresponds to the

maximum radial pressure.

The RFORGE analysis of radial forging is similar to that of extrusion.
However several important differences exist between the physical processes
and must be taken into account when using the output from RFORGE. As
mentioned earlier, RFORGE calculates the heat added to the workpiece as it
occurred at the end of the stroke. In reality the bilet is deformed to its final
shape in a series of increments during which heat generation and transfer are
taking place. As such the heat calculations and transfer gradients in the billet
will not be equal for each approach. RFORGE in this case would be an upper
bound method which would present a higher temperature distribution than
is actually present.
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FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF RADIAL FORGING

At the present time there are two computer programs available at the

ERC/NSM which may be used to analyze the radial forging process. The first
program is a dedicated computer program, RFORGE, which was developed at
Battelle Columbus Labs under contract with Watervliet Arsenal. The second
program is the general purpose, FEM based, metal forming simulation

package, DEFORM, which was also developed at Battelle.

For the following simulations, the FEM package, DEFORM, was chosen

over RFORGE. The reasons for selecting DEFORM were:

1. Greater flexibility and accuracy to model a wide range of process

conditions.

2. Ability to account for heat loss effects not directly related to the plastic
deformation process.

3. Capability of modeling hollow or solid workpieces.

4. Superior post-processing and graphical display of simulation results.

Initially the radial forging process will be modeled as an isothermal

process in order to gain increased experience in the use of DEFORM for

modeling the radial forging process. The isothermal assumption is valid due
to the fact that in the forging zone that heat lost to the environment is

replaced by the heat generated from the dies impacting the workpiece rapidly.

The workpiece temperature may in fact be controlled during the process by
varying the feed of the workpiece (Ref. 12). However, the isothermal

assumption may not be entirely true as the workpiece temperature may

actually increase, and hence lower the flow stress, if the processing conditions
are favorable. However, radial forging of gun steel is normally done in the

hot regime where moderate increases in temperature are not expected to
significantly impact material flow stress except in the forging of titanium and

nickel based alloys.
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Later in the project, the process will be modeled non-isothermally to
include the effect of heat loss incurred during transport of the billet before
and during the deformation process to study the effects on the material flow
stress. Additionally, a more realistic velocity profile will be incorporated to
account for the characteristics of die travel similar to that for a mechanical
press. As the software becomes available, it is also planned to model the
process using three-dimensional FEM.

The results presented in this report consist of two-dimensional,
axisymmetric, isothermal simulations for AISI 4337 steel using concave dies.
Axisymmetry in the model implies that metal flow was restricted to the axial
and radial directions. Use of an axisymmetric model minimized the
modeling complexity and simulation time. Inherent in the axisymmetric
assumption is that the dies completely encircled the outer surface of the
workpiece during deformation. As such, no flash was extruded between the
dies in the model. Additionally, this assumption eliminated the need to
consider the workpiece rotation between strokes and only the axial feed was
considered. To accurately model the process using flat dies, a plane strain
model or three dimensional model would need to be developed
incorporating the workpiece rotation. Some intermediate and final results of
the axisymmetric simulation are shown below in Figures 13-16. The process
conditions used in the simulation are shown below in Table 2.
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Table 2. Process Conditions Used During DEFORM Simulation.

Die Velocity: 6.299 in/sec. (constant)
Feed Rate: 3.0 inches

Material: AISI 4337
Billet Temperature: 1652.0 degrees F (900 degrees C)
Heat Transfer: Isothermal
Stroke Increment: 0.415 inches
Friction Factor: 0.6 (Constant)

Discussion of Results

In Figure 13 the initial mesh and the rigid die used throughout this
simulation is shown. The mesh was created using the Automatic Mesh

Generator (AMG) and system mesh optimizer packages in DEFORM which
automatically configures an optimum mesh based on the workpiece
dimensions. For this simulation a 22 x 4 node mesh was generated. To
simulate an axisymmetric workpiece, the symmetry axis was oriented along
the Y-axis in DEFORM. This enabled the simulation time to be optimized as
only the minimum number of elements are included in the mesh
eliminating redundant computations. For simplicity, a flat die was used in
the simulation. Boundary conditions imposed on the workpiece included no
metal flow across the centerline of the billet due to the axisymmetric

assumption and no metal flow in the axial direction across the undeformed
end of the billet. The latter restriction was based on the assumption that in
practice that the 'A' chuckhead would be gripping the workpiece end which
will prevent metal flow at the end of the workpiece.

In Figure 14 the deformed mesh is shown with the corresponding flow
lines generated by DEFORM. The neutral plane is clearly evident in the center
of the plastically deformed region. Examining the flow lines at the neutral
plane show that all metal flow is directed to the centerline of the workpiece.
Additionally on either side of the neutral plane the flow lines show that
metal flow is initially directed downward and then flows in the axial
direction as expected for an incompressible material. This result is very close
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to the results obtained by Paukert (Ref. 21) shown in Figure 12. Also

noticeable is the effect of the friction factor between the tool and workpiece

surface. It may be seen that due to the friction conditions specified, some

barreling has occurred.

In Figure 15 the rigid die was moved upwards by 3.0 inches to simulate
the axial feed of the workpiece. Although it is realized that in practice the feed

is less than 3.0 inches, for the simulation it was felt that a smaller feed would
not yield as good resolution as a larger feed on the final plots. To perform this

second simulation, the deformed mesh from Figure 14 and duplicate

deformation and boundary conditions were imposed.

Figure 16 shows the effective strain contours which resulted from the

second run. The contours indicate that the material directly underneath the
die was displaced downward as a rigid block of material causing adjoining

material to be displaced axially. The highest strains were found in the region
lying midway between the die and the workpiece centerline. This region was
also found by Isogawa et al. (Ref. 22) to be the region where they observed

maximum shear strains and circumferential cracking in their study of radial

forging of Inconel 718. At the areas directly under the die and at the

centerline, the strains were found to be approximately 50 percent of the

maximum effective strain values demonstrating that deformation was to the
core. An interesting result is shown slightly above the die impression where a

wavefront pattern of strains were created along the cross-section due to the

restricted metal flow across the undeformed workpiece edge.
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PRE-FORM DESIGN FOR 155 MM GUN TUBE

One problem which is of considerable interest in radial forging is

designing preforms which will yield a forged product which is near net-shape

and/or has consistent mechanical properties. The purpose of this section is to

study the experimental data which was provided to the ERC at Ohio State

University to analyze for significant factors and to identify an optimum

preform for the 155 mm gun tube based on uniform deformation or strain.

The focus of this project resulted from a study at Benet Laboratory

which evaluated the mechanical properties of the 155 mm gun tube for

consistency after forging and heat treatment. The properties considered in the

evaluation were: yield strength, tensile strength, percent reduction of area,

percent elongaticn and Charpy impact values. The data values were taken

from a study conducted at Watervliet Arsenal and are shown below in Table

3.

Table 3. Experimental Data From 155 mm Gun Tube Forging.

Total Forging Yield Tensile Charpy

Reduction Reduction Strength Strength Impact

(ksi) (ksi) (ft.-lbs.)

12, 6 o'clock 12, 6 o'clock 3, 9 o'clock

4.24:1 1:1 167.1,164.4 184.8, 183.0 24.0,23.0

6.39:1 1.5:1 164.4, 162.9 183.0, 179.7 21.0, 24.0

8.55:1 2:1 165.6, 165.6 183.0, 183.0 23.0, 22.0

10.73:1 2.5:1 165.3, 165.0 183.0, 182.4 23.0, 22.0

12.91:1 3:1 165.0, 164.4 182.4, 181.8 22.0, 22.0

15.10:1 3.5:1 165.0, 164.1 182.7, 181.5 22.0, 22.0

17.31:1 4:1 164.4, 164.1 181.2, 181.2 21.0, 23.0

19.52:1 4.5:1 163.2, 163.2 181.5, 181.2 20.0, 21.0

21.75:1 5:1 164.4, 164.4 182.4, 182.4 19.0,20.0
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The most critical factors as identified by Engineers at Benet Laboratory
were: yield strength, tensile strength, and Charpy Impact Values. Plots of

these data are shown below in Figures 17, 18, and 19. Examining Figures 17,

18, and 19 shows that each of the mechanical properties display small

amounts of scatter when plotted against forging reduction. It is also apparent
that a trend exists between the mechanical properties and forging reduction.
To study the exact relationship and nature of the trend would require taking

additional data points. From Table 3 the range of the data was found to be 3.9

ksi, 3.6 ksi, and 5.0 ft.-lbs. for the yield strength, tensile strength and Charpy

Impact respectively.

To determine whether the mechanical properties in Table 3 are affected

to a significant extent by forging reduction and heat treatment, it was decided

to test the data using Analysis of Variance Techniques (referred to as
ANOVA). ANOVA methods are powerful statistical methods and procedures

used to analyze experimental data (Ref. 26). For the ANOVA analysis
presented, a single factor was tested to determine whether or not it was

affected by forging reduction and heat treatment or if the variation was due to

inherent randomness in the data. Additionally, the difference in location was
not considered as a variable but rather as a replication. The specific ANOVA
method employed was the single factor ANOVA test. Essentially, the single
factor ANOVA is testing two different hypotheses using the well known F-
Test to determine whether or not there are differences in the true averages of

the different populations due to the treatment (Ref. 26). As the relevant

theory and equations are presented in many statistical texts, only the final
calculated results will be presented here. The resulting ANOVA tables are

shown below in Tables 4, 5, and 6. For the F-test, a significance level of 0.05
was used with eight degrees of freedom (referred to as d.o.f.) for the

numerator and nine d.o.f, for the denominator. The critical value, F(0.05,8,9),

obtained from a table of F-test values, for rejecting the null hypothesis was
3.23 for all three tests. The null hypothesis for the experiment states that: the
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means of the data at each forging reduction are equal. Equivalently, it may be
stated that there is no difference in a particular inechanical property as forging
reduction is changed in the test under consideration. The alternative
hypothesis states that the means of the data are not equal, hence the given
mechanical property is affected by forging reduction.

Table 4. ANOVA Table for Yield Strength Test.

Source of D.O.F. Sum of Mean F
Variation Squares Square

Reduction 8 11.320 1.415 2.339
Error 9 5.445 0.605
Total 17 16.765

Table 5. ANOVA Table for Tensile Strength Test.

Source of D.O.F. Sum of Mean F
Variation Squares Square

Reduction 8 12.550 1.569 1.724
Error 9 8.190 0.910
Total 17 20.740

Table 6. ANOVA Table for Charpy Impact Test.

Source of D.O.F. Sum of Mean F
Variation Squares Square

Reduction 8 22.778 2.847 2.847

Error 9 9.000 1.000
Total 17 31.778
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As can be seen in Tables 4, 5, and 6, none of the F-test values were

found to be greater than F(O.05,8,9). Hence the null hypothesis could not be
rejected in any of the cases under consideration using the given data. That is

to say that yield strength, tensile strength, and Charpy Impact Values are not
greatly affected by the combined forging and heat treatment process being
used. This does not totally eliminate the possibility that forging reduction

does affect mechanical properties due to the large error terms found during
the analysis. If the error terms could be reduced then the analysis would show
that there is a significant effect between forging reduction and the mechanical
properties. A large error term indicates that a large amount of random error is
contained in the data. However, based on the results of the ANOVA tests in
Tables 4, 5, and 6, it is not possible to design an optimum preform from the
given data. Instead the problem requires additional study to eliminate the
confounding effects of one process upon the other. To accurately determine
whether the radial forging process affects the mechanical properties of AISI

4337 under the present forging conditions, a separate study is required. A
recommended approach is to forge at temperature specimens of AISI 4337 at

differing amounts of strain, air cool, and perform the required mechanical
tests. The next step should be to separately investigate the effects of the heat
treatment process on mechanical properties as material volume or forging
reduction is varied using the same forging conditions in use at Watervliet. It
is recommended that these issues be further studied prior to changing the

present preform design. This is an important issue since the forging process is
being carried out in the warm working range and the relative effects of work
hardening and recovery on the resultant microstructure is not yet known.

Preform Design for Desired Product Properties

In the thermomechanical processing of alloys there are two basic
philosophies that may be employed to yield a desired microstructure. The first
approach is to produce the desired shape by any means possible and then use
heat treatment to produce the desired microstructural properties (Ref. 27).
The second approach is to tailor the mechanical processing at achieving the
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preselected microstructure and abiding by the processing limitations imposed
on temperature and percent reduction (Ref. 27). In this study the primary
objective is to further the goal of achieving a desired microstructure during
the radial forging process. Hence the latter approach will be employed.

This study is an effort to ensure that uniform mechanical properties
are produced in forged gun tubes through application of uniform plastic
deformation during the forging process. The primary focus is on Charpy
Impact Data which indicates the relative toughness of the workpiece. In
general, the toughness of a workpiece decreases with increasing amounts of
cold work. However, production of gun tubes is normally carried out in the
warm or hot working regions where the workpiece undergoes recovery and
recrystallization during deformation. For this study a preliminary
investigation of flow stress curves at warm working temperatures from a
prior study by Battelle Columbus Labs (Ref. 25) showed a moderate increase in
flow stress with increased deformation. It is well known that toughness is a
function of grain size. For very small grain sizes, toughness increases with
grain size to a maximum value after which toughness decreases with further
increases in grain size. Hence, toughness is normally gained at the expense of
strength under cold working conditions except when it is achieved through
grain refinement (Ref. 28).

Grain Growth and Recrystallization Kinetics

Before describing the effects of deformation on the recrystallization
process it is first helpful to describe recovery and recrystallization. Recovery is
a process which acts to reduce the strain energy of the deformed material to a
more thermodynamically stable state by eliminating both vacancies and
dislocations without any subsequent rearrangement of the existing
microstructure. As such, the original grain size is retained after recovery
occurs. Another point that must be noted is that recovery occurs at a lower
temperature than does recrystallization. Recrystallization also acts to reduce
the strain energy imparted by deformation but accomplishes this through
nucleation and growth of new, strain-free grains. This process occurs at a
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higher temperature than does recovery. Before recrystallization can take
place, a minimum amount of deformation or percent reduction must be
imparted to the material.

The two processes may be considered to be in competition with one
another in determining the final grain size. Once recovery or recrystallization
has taken place, then it is not possible for the other process to occur. Both
processes are dependent on the rate of heating as well as temperature (Ref.
29). If a slow rate of heating is used while heating to the recrystallization
temperature then more recovery is able to occur as additional time is spent in
the recovery region and more material will be reclaimed by this process. The
reverse also applies to recrystallization.

It is well known that deformation affects the recrystallized grain size of
most steels. Under cold working conditions the recrystallized grain size will
decrease as percent strain increases during annealing. Therefore, it is clear
that forging reduction is an important factor in controlling the resultant grain
size. The initial grain size of the preform also influences the size of the
recrystallized grain (Refs. 28,29). This may be seen by noting that new,
recrystallized grains are nucleated at primarily at grain boundaries, triple
junction points of boundaries, precipitates, and other points where regions of
inhomogeneous plastic deformation exist to create high concentrations of
strain energy which drive grain growth. In particular if a smaller grain size is
present in the preform, more nucleation points will be available for
recrystallization. To effectively control the final grain size of the gun tube and
to optimize the forging process, it is necessary to determine at what
temperatures that recovery and recrystallization occur for AISI 4337.

Effect of Deformation Parameters on Recrystallization

The importance of strain and strain rate on recrystallization must not

be ignored as they directly impact the final grain size. The importance of
strain rate may be described as follows. A larger strain rate enables higher
processing or production rate. Heat loss to the dies and workpiece chilling is
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also minimized (Ref. 28). The result of heat loss or chilling will obviously
lower the billet temperature and cause a corresponding increase in the flow

stress. In the radial forging process this would occur primarily at the inner
and outer diameters of the tube at the tube/mandrel and tube/die interfaces.
Moreover, this could lead to a non-uniform distribution of deformation
across the tube wall which could ultimately affect the recrystallized grain

structure. It is not anticipated that workpiece chilling due to die contact is
significant due to the relatively short contact time. Heat loss by convection
and radiation to the environment and to the water-cooled mandrel will be
more significant. However, the heat losses may be compensated through
proper selection of the stroking rate and feed rate. This is also favorable in
that increased rate of heating minimizes recovery during deformation.
However, the penalty for increased strain rate is that flow stress will also
increase. This may be seen in the following well known power law relation:

(10) a=Ce

The effect of strain may also influence the temperature of the
workpiece. Intuitively as the amount of deformation is increased, greater
amounts of work must be supplied to the billet. In plastic deformation
processes, 95% of the added work will show up as heat in the form of
temperature increase. Mathematically the change in temperature may be
described as:

(11) TD= i4p' (Ref. 7)
Jcp

Hence larger strains will also tend to promote increases in temperature as
does strain rate.

Effect of Grain Refiners on Recrystallization

Another possibility which exists for controlling the grain size in the
forging is to investigate the introduction of stable second phase particles or
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grain refiners into the steel matrix. Second phase particles are commonly

used to control grain size in aluminum killed steels and aluminum alloys.
The grain refiners are most effective when they are dispersed in a fine, even
distribution throughout the matrix where they act as a drag against expanding
grain boundaries. In order for the grain boundaries to continue expanding,
additional energy must be available to the grain boundary (Refs. 28,29). The
effect of the second phase particle size on final recrystallized grain diameter
may be seen in the Zener-Holoman equation below. Caution must be

exercised when the material is heated to avoid the reversion temperature of
the particles at which they will dissolve back into solution and permit
discontinuous grain growth to take place.

4r
(12) Dg, = ±-- (Ref. 28)3vf

Preform Development

The present preform shape being used at Watervliet is shown below in
Figure 20. The new preform design will be developed using the concept of
constant volume during plastic deformation. The concept of constant volume
in plastic deformation processes is based on the fact that when all strain
components are added together the result is zero which indicates that no
change in workpiece volume has occurred. This is written mathematically in
Cartesian coordinates as:

(13) e. +eY, +e. =0

Here Eii is defined as true or logarithmic normal strain as in equation 14:

final dimensioninitial dimension

Although the subscripts xx, yy, zz are commonly used in many forming
analyses, the polar coordinate system is more commonly employed in studies
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involving prismatic or rotational workpieces involving circular and/or
tubular cross-sections. The notation for polar coordinates is as follows: err, eee,
Fzz corresponding to the radial, tangential, and axial directions as shown

below in Figure 21. The strains are calculated as follows (Ref. 30):

(15) eI f-R4

( lnR.,-R

(16) cgs In Ro + Rf
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Figure 20. Experimental Preform Design (Ref. Sketch 7-89).

Figure 21. Polar Coordinate Notation.
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(17) Fzz -(Err + E98) from constant volume

alternatively _ZZ may be expressed as:

(18) EZZ- In z-

To facilitate the analysis, the finish forged gun tube was divided into

three geometrically distinct regions as shown below in Figure 22. It was
planned to calculate the strains from the muzzle end of the gun tube as the

data indicated that the highest Charpy Impact values were found at the

muzzle. This implied that as for the as-received preform, that minimum

deformation and the subsequent heat treatment yielded the highest

toughness. However upon analyzing the strains at the muzzle end it was

found that due to the small amount of deformation applied, the wall
thickness had increased (i.e. positive value of E.). This condition is often

observed in tube sinking for low values of friction and reduction (Ref. 30).

However as these conditions would be applicable only during deformation at

the muzzle end, applying the same conditions throughout the workpiece
would not yield a satisfactory design for the preform. Therefore, it was

decided to use the reduction at the breech end to calculate the strains for the

preform as this was felt to be more representative of the overall forging

conditions. It should be noted that a different preform could be designed to

optimize the microstructure for recrystallization by simply replacing the
values of 1rr, 0ee, and ezz with the desired values of reduction and repeating

the calculations shown below. It was assumed during the analysis that

sufficient deformation would be available during forging to drive

recrystallization. However this should be verified with the material vendor

as this information was not available.
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Figure 22. Definition of Geometric Regions.

Calculating the strain at the breech end the calculations are shown below:

6.225 - 2.660
(19) rr = In 7.500 - 3.250 = -0.176

6.225 + 2.660
(20) Lee = In 7.500 + 3.250 -0-191

(21) Ezz = -(-0.178 - 0.191) = 0.367

Now applying this to the preform to determine the axial length, zi of the

preform:

(22) zi = Z
exp(0.367)

Using zf = 82.5 inches from Figure 20, z. = 57.157 inches.

To perform a similar analysis for the muzzle end, it must be noted that
to solve for the preform dimensions that the equation is a function of two
variables: R. and Ri. This is solved by noting that the internal bore for the
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preform will be the same throughout: 6.500 inches. Using a similar analysis as

in equation 19 for the breech end of the preform the following values are

obtained:

4.025 - 2.660
(23) In = -0.176

Ro - 3.250

solving for Ro, Ro = 4.880 inches. Similarly for the preform length:

82.500
(24) In - 0.367

Z.1

which leads to the result that z. = 64.431 inches.

For Region H the preform dimensions can be calculated by noting the
fact that the volume of the preform and the forging are equal and that the
inner and outer radii of the preform at the entrance and exit of Region II are
equal to those of Region I and III respectively. Hence the problem reduces to
that of equating the volumes of the preform and the workpiece and solving
for zi. The equation for the volume of a fcustLn is:

(e [r2 + rR + R2 lh(25) Volume =
3

where r, R, and h are shown in Figure 23. To account for the internal bore of

the workpiece, the volume of a right circular cylinder is subtracted:

(26) Volume = xr 2 1

where r is the radius of the cylinder and I is the length.

Writing the equation, volume preformI"= volume forgingII:
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Figure 23. Notation for Calculation of Frustum Volume.

(27) (7.5002 + 4.880x7.500 + 4.8802) z.i - ix(3.250) 2z,
13

(6.2252 + 4.025x6.225 + 4.0252)30- - nt(2.660)230
3

zis found to be: 20.752 inches. The resulting preform design is shown below
in Figure 24.
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Figure 24. New Preform Design for Watervliet Arsenal.
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CONCLUSIONS

In comparison with other forging processes, the state of radial forging

process analysis has not been highly developed. Of the forming models which

have been presented, most rely on the approximation that the process may be

modeled as a variation of extrusion. While this approximation greatly

facilitates the mathematical modeling of radial forging, it does not accurately

reflect the metal flow and friction conditions which have different signs on

either side of the neutral plane as in upsetting. With the advent of FEM

programs such as ALPID and DEFORM, radial forging process modeling has

been greatly facilitated and all conditions are easily simulated, including

forging of hollow and solid workpieces. However, a true simulation of the

physical process can not be made until new -three-dimensional FEM software

becomes available and accurate flow stress data for metals at warm and hot

working temperatures is generated.

1. In this study RFORGE and DEFORM were used to perform radial forging

simulations. DEFORM was found to be superior to RFORGE for simulating

a wide variety of process conditions but neither was found to be useful

in preform design.

2. Deformation conditions during radial forging have a direct effect on the

resulting microstructure of the forged tube. However due to probable

confounding effects from heat treatment, no effect was noted on the
mechanical properties with varying reduction.

3. The effects of the radial forging and heat treatment processes should be

studied independently to ascertain their effect on the microstructure of

the gun tube.

4. For the preform design, simple plastic strain calculations and concepts
were used to develop the design presented in Figure 24. It is

recommended that the true strain concept be adopted for describing
the forging reduction.
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APPENDIX A: RFORGE USER'S MANUAL
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DESCRIPTION OF THE CO.,MTER PROGP.•A•. RFCRGE

During Phase I and Phase II of this development study on the

"vAnalysis and Optimization of the Radial-Forging Process for Manufacturing

Gun Barrels", three sets of computer programs were developed. The first

set, named R.ADFLW, determines a kinematically-admissible upper-bound

velocity field, strains, strain races, and an upper bound on the total

forging load in radial forging of Sun barrels over a stationary mandrel.

The second set of programs called RfTY, uses the velocity field data

generated by RADFLW to obtain temperature distributions in the billet, the

mandrel, the die and the product in radial forging of tubes. The third set

of programs, named RFCOI, determines the stresses and loads in radial forg-

ing of gun barrels or tubes using the compound angles, and it is also valid

for dies with single-entrance angle.

For overall optimization of the radial-forging process, all these

three sets of programs are grouped together under the name RFORGE. In this

modified form, any desired information, such as upper-bound velocity field,

strains, strain rates, temperature distributions or the load and pressure on

the dies, can be generated with one set of input data. Thus, with the use of

RFORGE, generating data to plot performance curves is relatively simple, and

the process optimization for a given set of .nput conditions can be easily

established with a minimum number of computer runs.

All the routines in 1F10GE have been coded as subroutines or sub-

functions. Hence, they can be used in a simple one-line structure or in an

overlay structure. Since the memory space requirements for the one-line

structure of the UPORGE exceeded the capacity of the U3M-360 computer at the

Wacervliet Arsenal, an overlay structure, as depicted in Figure B-1, was

developed. In its present overlay form, RFORGE requires 19C88 (hexadecimal)

or 81000 (decimal) memory locations. Since the overlay structure is established

by a set of control cards, modification of the structure due to the addition or

deletion of subroutines requires minimum effort.
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Input to and Output from Program R.FORGE

All process variables are -cad by R.FORGE. :a addition, the cnoice

to compute one or more of (a) upper-bound velocity field, (b) temperature

distributions in the billet, :he mandrel, the die and the produc:, and (c)

load and pressure on the dies, are read in as input. The process variables

being read include:

(a) The dimensions of the preform and of the forged

barrel

(b) The dimensions and the velocities of the forging

dies

(W) The values of friction at die material and mandrel-
material interfaces

(d) The magnitudes of back push, front pull, and axial

feed

(e) Initial temperature and type of the metal being

forged.

The flow stress of the forged material for given values of strain, strain race,

and temperature are obtained by interpolation from the tabulated flow stress dara,

included in the program.

RPFORGE, which coordinates the functions of all other major routizes,

also prints out the data read in. After the initialization of some of the input

values, the major routines RADFLW, RFTE"P, and MYCO.M_ are called as prescribed

by the user during the input procedure.

Input Preparation for .UO0G(

(The quantity In parentheses, following the description of each input variable,
represents an example input).

1. First Card, Format (3L10,110)

Columns 1-10: AM, Logical (TRUE or FALSE) input to indicate whether

velocity field is to be generated. A 'T' in anyone of

the first 10 coltums will set this variable to TRUE.

An 'F' or all blanks will set it to FALSE. (T)

(*) See Figure 1-2 for variable names used here.
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11-20: I. Lotical (TRUE or FALSE) inuut to i:.d±=ate
whether the elaborate temperature distrt.-

butions are to be computed. Since veloci:v

field is needed for the computation of

temperature distribution, the first variable
must also be set to true, when this variable

is assigned true. When the firs: variable is

aet to TMUE and the second variable is set to

FALSE, an average temperature of the deforma-

tion zone, heat generated by metal deformation,

heat absorbed by deforming material, heat lost

by conduction, convection and radiation are

calculated by approximate heat transfer formulas. (T)
21-30: C, Logical (TRUE or FALSE) input to ind±:ate when

load and pressure estimations are to be performed. (-)

31-40: D, An integer used to print out intermediate results.

"Jhen set to zero, only the final resul:s will be

printed. Input data and final resul:s will be

printed when set to 1. All other variables that

will be printed for a higher set:tng of this

variable are shown in Table 3-2 attached at :t.e

end. Maximum value for IR.I-N is 9. Faul:t

setting of 10 or more will automatically be

reduced to 1. (3)

2. Second Data Card, Format (SF10.3)
Columns 1-10: E, Outside diameter of the tubular preform, = (560.)

U1-20: F, Inside diameter of the tubular preform, mm (318.)

21-30: G, Outside diameter of the forged product, (353.)
31-40: 1, Inside diameter of the forged product, (287.)

1-50: 1, Length of the die land, m (165.)

1-60: J, Radial velocity of the forging tools, um/sec (,180.)

;1-70: K, Axial feed of the preform, m/stroke (10.)
71-80: L, Entrance angle of the forging tools, degrees (15.)
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3. Third Data Card, Format (710.3. 110)

Caluaa 1-10: H, Uack-pull force (negative, if back push), kY (0.)

11-20: 1, Franc-pull force (negacive, iU frano push), ks (0.)

21-30: 0, Friction shear factor between tube and die (0.6)

31-40: P, Friction shear factor between tube and mandrel (0.3)

41-50: Q, Initial uniform temperature of the billet, C (110M.

51-60: R, (Q) angle of contact for a round-faced tool, degrees.

(See Figure 3-3, optional for a flat-faced tool) (90.)

61-70: S, (G) angle of tangency of a flat-faced tool, degrees.

(See Figure 3-4, optional. for a rzund-faced tool) (0.)

71-80: T, A code for tvpe of cool (1)

I for round-faced tool

2 for flat-faced tool.

As an example, the input data, as printed by the program ROC•RE, are
shown iQ Figure 3-5. The program prints these input data so that input can be

checked for possible errors.

RFORGZ reads the daca cOntinuously until the end of file is encountered.

Bence, for process optimization, any number of data sets can be :sad in a single

run.

The following data card should not be included in the input data sc:ea.,

if the first variable (A) in the input list to .FORGE is set to FALSE.

4. Fourth Card. Format (3110)

Coliumn 1-10: U, Number of radial divisious on the entrance side (13)

1.1-20: 7, Number of axial divisions (12)

21-30: WJ, Number of radial divisions on the exit side (5)

As am example, the input data, as printed by the program RA.D.W, are

given in Figure 3-6. The sample output for the same input data is given in

Figure 3-7.
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INPUT TO RFOAGE

LOGICAL VARIABLE TO EXECUTE VELOCITY PROGRAN,F a T

LOGICAL VARIABLE To b.XECUTE TEMPERATURE POOGRAM,OF a r

LOGICAL, VARIABLE To EXECUTE PPESSU'f PROGPA'4.f a T

INOEx TO) POINT INTERMEDIATE RESULTS91 a 3

OUTSID1E DIAMETER OF THE TUOULAR PREFORMoMN a 561osoo

INSIC! OIAmIETER OF TlqE TUSULAR PEFQR'4,MM4 a 318.00

OUnS *0E DIAmETERq OF THE F02GEO PROCUC1'.MM = 353.00

INSICE DIAM4ETER OF Ti-E FORGEO PQOOUCT,'mm 2 247000

LE.NGT" OF THE DIELANO(SIZING ZONE)IM" a * s0

MAPTAL VELOCITY OF TH4E FOQGING T0OLS.mM/SEC x ~~p

AXIAL FE:D OF THE PREFOPM.mou/ST;;OKE 1.0

ENTOANCE ANGLE ON THE FORGING TOOL9.OEGREES = i.o

RACK 0ULL(WtTMk A NEGATIVE 9!GN*1F 4ACKP( USH)#K(N a

FRONT PUL.L(WtT A-NEQATIVE SIGA#,IF FOONT PUSM1.scN a ~0

FRICT:0CN SHgAR FACTOR SgTWEEN DIE ANO TUBE = .60

FRLCTION SHEAR FACTOP 8ETWEEN MANOREL AND TUBE so

INITTAL WNTFORI4 TEMPERATURE OF THE RTLLEr.C = 166v.pp

TOOL CONTACT AN4GLE (FOR RGUNO TOOLs ONLY , .GRFE m CA I-

TOOL TANGENCY ANGLE(FOR FLAT TOOLS QNLY).ObGQEES

TYPF. OF FORgINGj TOOL Org-FACE z oIumnO

IFIGMU 3-5. SAM~1E ISUM DATA AS ?RL~T!D BY R7ORGR
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TNPJ? TMF p!#ogRAM PAOFLW

NUmNER OF RAOIAL UIVtSIONS ON ENTRY SIDE i 1s

NUmSEP OF TOTAL AXIAL DIVISIONS * 12

NUMBER OF RADIAL DVISIONS ON EXIT SIOE s 5

FIGURE B-6. SAZgU INPUT DATA AS pItzMD BY RADFLJ
PRIOR TO PUFORMLCG COMPUTATIONS
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-GU--m1? FROM TheE 0P.qG;Ap R A01LW 
--

14tGTH OF Tki FOGINGz 4 NC'.P4 a 0.!3627E+oj

OrSTANCIE OF'JiYtq. seU1IAL ;LANE FRQm E',;7Tf-mle a

AjE; AGE STRAIM IN THeE F0CGNG ZONEm~l 4/ 2 .L7 005bi 60

S T1rA % ?A1tN-*Ar'- ;m4 rwc. FORGI 1G ZONE,. S x2 ~5 3 E.j

AJtiAGE F'LCW ST;ESS,'4N/Sa~i4 -1-T =,T

TOTAL 'AOZ0AL FORG:NG. LO0A3 PER TOCL,N

AVAg RIIA)AL FC;ZGING P-iESSUqEq,"N/SQ2*1I6

9£NE~iGY RAr; SLIPOLIE2 91Y TOC-LSNmS 9 L-

G'7Jf 2 AXIAL COC10tNATE i4FAI: O>4,h

---. UZ(ItJ) x AXIAL CCI*C)QN=NT OF JFOC TY 114/ SEC
UI(I,.J) 2 RA S IA L C 0"FO c.4NT CF 1.L CC IT Y , 4 /Sj -~

I Gg(j) G0AC(I UZCItJ) U'lit,J) SIR (Ili)

i. 14.S 00 -5691 i*J3 37E1I 0. .2 IC 3-s 3 1*$1S3 -*ZC56E':4. 362O

5 1.GO'

6 _ 0. *UE1!E0CZ -.'T491E.:'3 - 529= *a I ..3*t7F+00__
7 2. . *145ýE*U SiG3-0: 1211 *..a 2 j,3 7 IE *Ja 1 0. 1l972E *C3 ,59E1 ji73 z.'se~ qz35C-..a
9 1 a. .2,A7S E *G3-.5'-91o.13 1.7251 2 -.3 3-"iE;JT

4La I as- .2179 E +0 -.349tiP3.3 -0.65F-Iz *33190*a _

222 42 *. .Z cC 3 5. 1.; 24,198t. 002 0331.ý01G
iZ 2.226"C 0. .Z66.C '.1E~ 8E .3 8*0C_
13 L 0. .2'891ý 4C 3 -54.91 E*3 -.26/68E#32 33 a7,* a aI £ 0. .2591*03-.e 5&.tLE4.03 -.215toazt *33LCE*00
Is a 2. 0. .96 *C 5914- 3 ; -!7 C 2.3 3i ;L16 1 o. *ZSC0L'*C3 -*5'69tE.+i3 -.3258E#ýZ .33 2 1 pa a
2. 2 938f3c.~c? s 14 S L* G 3 . g57E,-'3 3. *',358E#*Ja2 2 *3863'.432 *2.5JLE#C3 -*5357E*.*3 -&.ZSE*~G 1 .'.2 57t:+ G__
3 2 eJ 36TEPCZ a L5 c~i.4#G3 -. 53,7E+G3 1. 7 72E *GI o * .19 5E # 0

26 16.39'*G2 a 16J3c. 003 -. 557E#-3 .7019E *61 &* .!6E *0G
5 2 .i*3863#-Q02 . I i99 F d 0 m5 3 5 7~ -- L8 E#GC . ;- '

FIG=R B-7. PARTIAL SAIQLE OUTPUT FROM RADFLW FOR THE
M~PUT DATA GLV~t IN Fta:RES 3-5 and 3-6
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The fm1loving three data cards should be included in the input data
screast only when the first variable (A) in the input list to RFORGE is set to
r1!!(U )

5. Fifth Data Card, Format (W10.4)
Colums 1-10: AA, Diameter of the cooling pipe in mandrel, -m (30.)

11-20: A.3, Effective length of the mandrel, am(200.)

21-30: AC, Length of the tubular preform, -m (200.)

31-40: AD, Number of forging strokes, per minute (200.)

41-SO: AE, Fraction of stroke while tools contact material (0.5)

51-60: AF, Initial, temperature of the die, C (50.)

61-70: AG, Initial temperature of the mandrel, C (50.)

71-80: AN, Temperature of the mandrel coolant, C (50.)

6. Sixth Data Card, Format (8710.4)

Columns 1-10: AK, Ambient temperature, C (20.)

11-20: AL, Scale thickness between the b~llec and mandrel, =(0.',

7. Seventh Data Card, Format (8110) -- -

Columns 1-10: /J, imitu~ing number of iterations per grid movomasn?-f-

(*'\Eta iillet (20)--

11-20--. A#Ij.A pvaszae-rsd..1IInes where simulation stops .1)
21-30: AO, Number of desired iteration for debugging purpose.

Leave blank otherwise. (0)
31-40: A?, Number of transverse grid lines in the billet (12)
41-SO: AQ, Number of longitudinal grid lines in the mandrel (5)
51-60: AR, Number of longitudinal grid lines in the dies (4)

As an examle, the input data, as printed by program 31TLI, are shown

In Figure B-8. The sample output for the same input data is given in Figure 3-9.
Figure 3-9a is a partia output after extensive heat transfer analysis. (When
the second variable B, of the first card is- set "TUE). Figure -B i h
output obtained after simplified heat transfer analysis. (When the second
variable B of the first card is set to "FALSE").
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The following data cards should not be included in the input data

srueam, if the-Chird variable (C) in the input list to RPORGE is sea to FALSE (F).

8. Eichth Data Card, Format (110)

Columns 1-10: AS, Number of inlet angles on the die face (3)

9. Ninth Data Card. Format (8MFl.4)

Columnm 1-80: AT, Die entrance angles. Each angle, beginning from

the entrance side, within ten columns, degrees

(20., 15., 5.)

Note: Exclude the die land. Continue on an

additional card, if AS > 8.

10. Tenth Data Card, Format (8710.4)

Columns 1-90: AU, Length of each angular segment. Each length

beginning from the entrance side, within ten

colums, mm (150., 225., 30.)

Note: Exclude the die land. Continue on an

additional card, if AS > 8.

As an example, the input data, as printed by the program RICO!T, are

given in Figure 3-10. The sample output for the same input data is given in

Figure B-Il.

DESCRIPTION OF RADFLW AND ASSOCIATED SUBPROGRAMS

This set of computer programs determines a kinematically-admissible

upper-bound velocity field, strain rates, strains, and an upper bound on the

total forging load in radial forging of gun barrels over a stationary mandrel.

In these programs, the now international system of units, "Systems Interna-

tional" (SI), has been used. A general model of the radial forging of tubes,

as shown schematically in Figure B-12, is considered. The model consists of

the forging and of the sizing zones. The upper-bound method was utilized for

analyzing the deformation process. The details of the analysis and the mathe-

matical derivations are given in Appendix D attached to the final report of

Phase-I studies.
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-Input to and Output from Program RADFLW

The computer program RADFL'j uses as input the orocess variables

read by RFORGE. In addition, RADFLWo reads in the data required for grid

formation.

The computer program RADFLW computes the following quantities:

(1) Length of the forging zone

(2) Distance of the neutral plane from the die entrance

(3) Average strain and average strain rate

(4) Average flow stress

(5) Total radial forging load per tool

(6) Energy rate supplied by a forging tool

(7) The velocity and strain-rate distribution.

The program RADFLW is also applicable to the radial forging of rounds. For this

purpose, it is necessary to simply specify the diameter of the mandrel and the

friction at the tube mandrel interface as zero.

Details of RADF.W and Other Subarograms

The basic functions of the routine RADFLVJ and the associated su=tro-

grams are briefly described below.

Sub routine W.ADFLW

This subroutine serves essentially as a coordinating routine. It

collects the input data, calls ocher subprograms, performs some simple arinh-

metic conversions, and prints out the final results of the upper-bound analysis.

Function ENERGY

Purpose: For a given value of the distance (zn) of the

neutral plane from the die entrance, this sub-

program determines the total energy rate of the

process. This consists of the power of plastic

deformation, the power to overcome frictional

constraints, and the shear work rate at the

boundaries of velocity discontinuities.
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Function .eference: POWER a £ENRGY (UM)

Tuou. : Z.4 is the distance of the neutral ;lane from the die

entrance.

Variables .. ansferred through C0..w.ON*: ALFA, ALl, AL2, CF.RZCD, CF.RC,, DV'L,

PAZ, RE, L4, R.4, RO, TALFA

Called Bv: StmME

Subroutine GSYST

Pur,ose: .This subroutine establishes an orthogonal rectangular

grid system over an axial cross section. 5R(I) and GZ(J)

give the radial and the axial grid lines, and VOL(I,J) are

the volues of each ring element. The elements on the

tapered portion of the tool are of triangular cross section.

Calling Sequence: CALL CSYST

Variables Transferred thrtugkh CCMm.N: GR, GZ, tMD, Jr•D, .nR, .REXT, .Z, PAZ,

RE, LM, MI, .0, 70L

Called by': RADFLJ

Subroutine SI.LE

.Eurmose: This subroutine determines the oo.imum value of the m=kncwn

parameter za (distance of the neutral plane from entrance)

by minimizing the total energy race of the process. A sim-

plex method for function minimization is used.
Callins Sequence: CALL SIMPLE (X,.I,ALPA,3ETA,GA'A,'.X,ELI•T ,LYITT,.P.)

Input,: .4 a the number of independent variables

X - (.1+) sets of initial guesses of independent variables

ALPA a reflection coefficient, a positive constant, less than I

BETA a contraction coefficient, a positive constant, less than I

GAMA a expansion coefficient, a positive constant, greater than

EtIlIT - error limit on output XX

LMIT - a limit on the number of iterations

NPR - a printing code during minimization, I for yes, 0 for no.

SVariables in the COOMN are described at the end of this appendix.
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OH Suc: XX a an array of optim- independent variables.

Callint Routines: ENERGY

Called Iv: RADFLW

Subroutine M.AT!EL

Purpose: This subroutine furnishes the tabulated flow stress

data for a range of strains, strain rates, and tempera-

tures. It also calculates the flow stress for given

values of strain, strain rate, and temperature.

Calling Sequence: CALL MATEL (ST'AN, STMJAT, TMD, FSTRES)

Input: STRAIN - strain, STRRAT a strain rate, TM-0 a temperature

Output: FSTRES - flov stress

Variables Transferred through COMM.ON: DENSTY, SPUEAT

Calling Routines: FSTR.S

Called Bv: FLOW, RADFLU, RFCOMY, RFORLD, TDEFOM

Function FSTRM

Purvose: Using the flow-stress data available from the subroutine

MATERL, this subprogram performs the intermolacion for

determining the flow stress for given values of strain,

strain rate, and temperature, which are also supplied by
the subroutine MATERL.

Function Reference: FSTRES - FSTRS (..STRN, .. !TEM!, T, ASTR, AC, AM, TE'P., STh,

STRRIA)

Input: TD'I - temperature, STR - strain, STRRAT - strain race.

The other variables MSTRN, 7TEMP, T, ASTR, AC, and AIM are

internally defined within the subroutine ,%ATERL.

Calling Routines: AITM1

Called Bv: MATERL

Subroutine AITKN

Purpose: This subroutine performs polynomial interpolation of a

table of values Y versus X.
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CaI.lin Sequence: CALL. AlT-I (X, Y, ., K, X., YB, T, MKE)

Znpuc: X - a one-dimensional. array of monotonous independent

variable

Y - a one-dimensional array of dependent variables

N - the number of X-Y pairs

K a the degree of Interpolacing polynomial, K < N - 1

X. - the value of the independent variable to be ased

Output: Y3 - the interpolated value of the dependent variable

IEXa integer for error check, I if extrapolacion was

performed, 0 otherwise.

The variable name T represents a one-dimensional array

of at least 2 (K•-L) words used for teuporary storage.

Called By,: FSTS, RF•CMP

3ESCRZPr-':0N OF RY AýD ASSOC:ATr!D 1P7'BOGaA.AS

RF7TEI and the associated routines are used to obtain temperatu•re

distributions in the billet, thie mandrel, the die, and the product in radial.

forging of cubes. The temperature analysis used i-n developing these programs

utilizes a finite-difference algorithm. The numerical procedure approxi=a:es

the heat generation and the heat transportation during a time interval :aking

place instantaneously followed by the simultaneous heat conduction during the

same time interval. The repetition of these two steps simulates numerically

the deformation process and gives the temperature distribution as a function

of tim. The decatled derivations of the mathematical equations used in these

programs are given in Appendix B, attached to the final report of ?hase-11

studies. A brief description for R7TELV and its associated subroutines are

included later in this appendix.
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Input to and Output from .Q.WTY

The process variables read by RPORC! are used by RFTEM. All the

velocity-related data generated by RADFLW are read from a storage ftile. in

addition, RFTl? reads in:

(a) naitial uniform temperatures in the die, the mandrel,

the coolant and the atmosphere

(b) Billet length and mandrel length

(c) Number of grid lines in the billet, die, and mandrel

(d) Thickness of the scale between mandrel and tube

Ce) Fraction of the stroke during which tool keeps contact

with the material.

The printout from RFEe is in the form of tables which include

variables as read in, the velocity-related data and temperatures in the billet,

mandrel and die at various time intervals. Th.e temperatures are also printed

at the and of the simulation.

Details of RE-=2 and Other Suborocrams

The basic functions of aFMY and the associated subprograms are

described below.

Subroutine PRF•

In addition to monitoring the execution of its associated routines,

this subroutine reads the process variables, prints all the input information

with appropriate captions for the purpose of verification, and reads the

velocity-related data. It modifies the velocity field to suit the units in

temperature program and prints with suitable captions.

Subroutine COEFF

Purpose: This subroutine calculates the necessary parameter

values for beat-transfer calculations.
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Calling Se4uece: CALL COEFF CNo formal parameters)

Variables Tranaferred throuch COMM'N: A.4TE, BILLM4, 3ML.IM, CLIAR2, COLTI..,

DELTAZ, DELZ, DrDE? , FRAC, GCL, M3Dr!, ZEDIE, YWYL...,

.'A4rMM, MAL YAI-a MAXLP1, %MIE, ýTD, MYRDM-1, M~YRDPI,

.•40%.I, .MUNK•, .VMT, M•L, .ITOT, .MTOTPI, N•Z, .•MTE.*,

NTE!Q, R1, .2, .21, 13, 132, .4, 143, SURT, 7, -SCR and Z.

Called By: RFTW4

Subroutine FOROG

?ur~ose: .ased on stability criterion, this subroutine estimates

the critical time interval, 1, for comilng temperatcures

by the finite-difference method. Tn additi6n, FIC.G cal-

culates such quantities as Che instantaneous billet volume,

volume of metal trapped in the deformation zone, product

volue, and the number of steps required to move the billet

by one grid length.

Calliza Sequence: CALL FORG

Variables Transferred through COwO..CN: AKA, AKU, AIO, AIC1, 31., BIR LOR, BtLMVL,

CANG, CLEAR2, COLTD, CONST, CONVOL, CRA, CR3, CM.D, CIR,

DELT, DELTAZ, DELZ, DIETEM, FRAC, GRX, CRY, HTC3, HTCD,

ýMPRDD, MDTF, MEPROD, MPRWDO, .PROD, .PRD , H!T. .MBI.., NB..

NCONT, nD-E, .DIEM, HDIEPI, NOASN., .EBIL, .N.M, .Y-"I,

,SMAT, NRDL, .4STRK, MTOT, 1ZMY,, IP, POWER, RTE.%P, RI, R21,

R32, R4, R43, SURT, T, TFRAC, TSCR, ZITIR, TUBOR, VR, VZ, Z.

Calling Routines: AIR, BILLET, DIE, VRGTEM, MANDL, LVORLD, "DEFOM, TPRINT

Called 3y: RFTWP

Subroutine FRGTEM

Purpose: F1GTEM estimcaes the temperature distribution after heac

transfer during radial-forging operation.
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Callies Sequence: CALL FRGTE.

Variables Transferred chrough CO..QON: AKA, AK3, AKD, AK", A&'TIE`, CLEAR2. .iLAR4,

COLTE.¶, CRA, CRB, CRD, CILM, DEIL, DELTAZ, DELZ, FUJC, H:C3,
STCD, HTC-, HTFB, STFD, I3DIE, IZEDIE, IPRINT, K., ".AX-.,

MEPROD, .QWROD, ,PRD, .•'OT, .BBIL, .ICONT, .D:E, .EB..,
M?.rT,, 4-10T N.ZTrP, RT.A.P, R1, R21, R32, R4, R42, R43,

SURT, T, TSCR

CallinX Routines: AIR, BILLET, DIE, MANDL

Called By: FOROG

Subroutine SIV.'MT

Purpose: SLI.PET estimates by simplified approximate equations, (a)

average temperature of the deformation zone at the end of

the process, (b) heat gained due to metal deformation, (c)

heat lost to atmosphere by convection, (d) heat lost to

atmosphere by radiation, and (e) heat lost to mandrel by

heat conduction.

Callini Secuence: CALL S.eHT

Variables Transferred through CO..wON: AKD, A.%S3TV., BSLOR, BI.TEý, BILVEL, COLTEM-,

CR,, DI, DLAND, DO, MANTL-., P1, POWER, PRESSR, TANG, TT.B:R,

TUBOR

Callins Routines: BILLET, MANDL

Called BY: RIDIP

Subroutine TDEFOM

Purpose: TDEFOM calculates the temperature gain due to plastic

deformation of the billet material.

Callins Sequence: CALL TDEFOM

Variables Transferred through COK4ON: AMBTf!4, BILOR, BILVEL, CFRICD, CFRICM,

CR3, CRD, CRM, DELT, DELTAZ, DELZ, DLAND, MMVLOP, GRX,

GRY, IBDIE, EDIIE, IPRINT, i,, .wAXL, M.PROD, %VPROD, ... D,

..TOT, NuBIL, NCONT, NDIE, NBIL, N•,,NT, NRDL, NZTE'%P, RTE%2,

STRAIN, STRU.T, SURT, T, TSCR, TUBIR, TBthOR, TUEVEL, VR, and
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Callint Routines: BILLET, Ott, "IJ4L, 4QLTtiL

Subroutine .OFCRLD

Puryose: Calculaces the radial-forging load per caol.

Ca•.lin Sequence: CALL R.FORLD

Variables Transferred :hrouch CO~eO0I: ALOAD, CFRICD, CF.RICM, CLZARZ, CONVOL,

DELTUZ, OVEL, M33tL, IDZME, ".NT~~', MRDL, 1Z`T!xY, P1, ?OU-ER,

KZM9, STRAIN, STUJAT, TSCR, TUBIR, -7.730R. and VZ

Callina lout~ies: 4ATZRL

Called BY: FORtGN

Subrouctine AIR

Pup.oso: Defines the thermal. properties for the atospheric air.

Calling Sequence: CALL AIR(TE---)

TENV: Temperature of the ai.r

Variables Transferred through COoN: AKA, C.A

CaJled By: FORGNG, FRGTEq

Subroutine BI•LET

?,=as*: Defines the thermal. properties for the billet material..

Ca~llnz Se.uence: CALL BIL.LET(TE)

TEW: Average temperature of the billet

Variables Transferred through COMMON: AKS, CR3, HTCB, HTY3

Called By: FORG•, FYRTDL, SL-•fT, TDEFOM

Sub routine DIE

Purpose: Defines the thermal properties for the die material.

Calling Sequence: CALL DIE(TWe)

TE•f: Average temperature of the die

Variables Transferred through COMKOO: ARD, CRD, RTCD, HTFD

Called By: FOR-G, FIGTEM, TDEFOM
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Subroutine MANDL

Purpose: Defines the thermal properties for the mandrel material.

Calling Seouence: CALL 4.ANDL (TEYY)

TEýW: Average temperature of the mandrel

Variables Transferred through COMe.ON: ALM, CILM, TCM., HTFM.

Called Bv: FORGO(G, FORTEM, SIMPHT, TDEFOM

In addition, RFTEVP utilizes subprograms .MITEL, FSTRS, and A:70Y

described under RADFLW.

DESCRIPTION OF R7CO!- AND ASSOCIATED SUBPROGRAM.S

The computer program .FCOMP determines the quantitative relationships

between various process variables in radial forging of Sun barrels, or tubes,

using the compound-angle dies (multiple angles on the die entrance). In i:s

present structure, RFCOMP can consider up to nine different angles on the die

entrance and is applicable to both the round-faced and the flat-faced forging

tools. A general model of radial forging of tubes, as shown in Figure B-13 wi:h

three entrance angles, is considered. This model consists of the forging and te

sizing zones. The slab method was utilized for analyzing the deformation mecha.-zs.

The program RFCOMP is also applicable to the radial forging of rounds.

For this purpose, it is necessary to simply specify the inside diameter of t.he

billet, the diameter of the mandrel, and the friction at the tube-mandrel inter-

face as zero.

Input to and Output from RJI.01P

In addition to the process variables read by RFORGE, RFCOP uses as

input:

(a) Number of angular segments in the dies

(b) Entrance angles, deree

(c) Length& of angular segments in dies, am
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The computer program RPFCOM computes the following quanctites:

(a) Lengths of the forging and the sizing zones

(b) Distance of the neutral plane from the die entrance

(c) Strain, strain rate, flow stress, axial stress, and

the radial pressure distribution along the axis in

the deformat ion zone

(d) Total radial-forging load

(e) Average radial forging pressure

(f) Components of the total load in the form of forging

and sizing loads

Details of R7CO.v and the Associated Suboroarams

The basic functions of RFCO•P- and the various subprograms of RFCOMP

are briefly described below.

Subroutine RFCO.?P

This routine serves essentially as a coordinating routine. It

collects the input data, calls other subprograms, performs some simple arith-

metic conversions, and prints out the final results of the stress and load

analysis.

Subroutine PRESUR

Purpose: This subroutine generates the radial pressure and the

aial stress distributions starting from either end of

the deformation zone. The intersection of the two pres-

sure curves, thus generated, gives the location of the

neutral plane and minimum of the two values of the cal-

culated radial pressure is taken as the actual pressure.

CallinS Secuence: CALL PRESUR, (ICALL)

Input: ICALL is either 1 or 2. When ICALL - 1, the subroutine

PRESUR is called in order to determine the neutral plane.

When ICALL - 2, it is called for determining the actual

radial pressure distribution.
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.ariables Lra sfaerred through COMON: ALFA, B31"t[L, CFRICD, CFRZC-, OLAND,

FPULL, FSTR, FSTRZ.S, WoltG~, *ISTEp, pRL, p!R,, ,R,
STm, SLTIN, SThR, STR.R,, SZL, SZR, TI, :1, Z

Cali:ng Routines: FLOW

Called Sv: aiFCOM

Subroutine M"LOW

Pur'ose: Ac a given radial. plane in the deformation zone, this

subroutine caLcul.aces the strain, the strain rate, and

it determines the flow stress by calling the subroutine

Call.i.- Seouence: CALL FLOW (ZZ, R.R)

Inout: ZZ is the distance of a given radial plane from the die

entrance, and R.R is the outside radius at that Location.

7ariables 7ransferred :hroush CTIMON: DLAND, OVEL, FSR.ES, RI, IMM, RM, ROW

U., S.TRAN Z.AT L-R

Called By: PRESUR, RFCOM2

In addition, RFCOY2 utilizes the subprograms YATZRL, FSTR.S, and

AM.IC described under RWI:FLJ.
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TABLE B1-. CROSS REFERENCE TABLE FOR SUBPROGR.AM CALL.INGS

Cal1.ling Called Bv

1. AIR FORG.G , FRGTLZ.

2. AITLN FSTRS ,RFCOM-P
3. BILLET FORGNG , TRTEv4, TDEFOM1
4. COEFF RPT!'?

5. DIE FORGVG ,FRGTV' ,--E

6. EmmRGY S n.(PLE
7. FLOW MATERL PR.ESUR, RFCOV.

8. FORGNG AIR, BILLETI, DIE, FGT4 ,MAXL, RFTE.%
RIORLD,TflEFOP , TPRIY.T

9. FR-CTV AIR,BILLE-,DIE,!AANDL FORGN.G

10. FSTRS ALTOI MATElI.
11. GSYST RADFLW

12. MANDL FORGN G ,FRGTV., rfEFOM

13. MATERX. FSTRS FLOW, RADFLW, RPCOM , RFORLD,
TDEFOM'

14. PRESUR FLOW aFcoVY

15. RADFLW GSYST ,?'ATUL,SIMPLE RYORGE

16. RICOMP AlTW, FLOW, MATERL, PRE SUR RIORGE

17. &FORCE RADFLW , RCOMP,nRrTL-

18. RFORLD !MATERL FORGNG

19. RFTE'P COETTFORGXG RPORGE

20. SIMQET BILLET,!,NANDL RZrE~~p

21. SIQL! ENERGY RADFLW

22. ThEPOM IBhLET ,D1E,.MAXDL ,,AT1RL FORCGG

23. TPRINT FORGNG
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TA/LZ B-2. LIST Of VAR•ABLZS PR MT!D FOR
DItFFER M. SETTINGS OF M•TRI

The following variables will be ptinced when 1?R:!, j :s c higher

or equal to the value shown below.

Value of Z•PqLT Variables Listed

0 (a) All error messages

(b) DO ,O,DE,DM,DVEL,AXF.-'zf,DrL-,AG,•sp•LL,
FF7U.L, CFRIC , CFRICM, 3t]:!M'-, PHI ,SAL,

and rTOOL from RFORGE

(c) CF,D.AND,ZN,R.N,MLOP, and P4 from

RFCO0P

(d) ZNL'q,STRAIN,ST-RRFST.MES,SN,FN,

ALOAD ,AIGPR,FORGL,PCFORG,SIZ-L,PSIZE,

and POWER from .FCOMP

(e) Temperature distribution iz :he biller,

the die, the mandrel and the product at

the beginning, at times vhen biller

moves through one grid line discance,

and ac the end of iterations from

(a) VELCTYTMRTR ,PESSR, ?RZI.'T from RFORGE

(b) Nl,NZ,.RrcT from WAFLtJ

(c) AL1,ZN,STRAZN,STRAT,FST.ES ,ALOAD,PRESIR,

TFTI, and TWORK from RADFLW

(d) DPIPE, MA~TI., B ILLM , STROKE, AnTDIETM,
.ANTM4, COLTr.4., .NB L T,N.UMT, .MD ZE, L L.XIT ,

SCALE, and TF•AC from IFTP

(e) NANGLE from RFCOMP
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2 (a) ALFA(J),AL(J) J 0 1, NANGLE from IRFCOMe

for I - I to IENV"CJ) and 1 t . o N1Z?!

from R.ADFLW

(b) NRDL,-MAXa,,NZ(J) J - 1 to MTUfL from

(c) J.Z(J) ,VZ(I,J) ,VR(T,J) ,SRI(,~,and

STRRT(I,J) for I a 1 to NZ(J) and

J a I t~o NRDL from RnV
4 (a) 1,J P D'MKF ECN- and

CHECK for I a 1 to MT"OT and J *2 to

N.TOT~v fram FORCNG

(b) K,I,T(.1,),T(t+1,1),TCI,1-PROD) for

K a 1 to ~100 and I I to NZ(K from

FORCGIG

TDN,TRG,TtP,TSCR(',J),T(I,J) for I a I

to nO and J a NSBIL to J'LD f rom

FRCTEM1
(d) TRISE for J a 1 to NDIE and I -T'A;

to NZ(J) from TDEFOM
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Descriation of the VariabLes in the CZM!".N Statements

Most of the impor:ant variables are transferred berween subroutines

through CO!-O4N statements, named AJRY and SCL.R. For easy reference, al. :.e

variables in the CCFOM.N statements are described beIcw in alphabet.ial orter.

A.A Ther=al conduc:=vity of air

.AK3 Therma.L conduc:±vi:v of o2.'lec .a:eria.

-AM 7her-a.1 conduc:tvirv of die material

ARX Ther-al conductivi:y of =andrel macerala

.L Lengths of angular segments on the die

face with multiple angles

ALl Length LI in Figure 3-3

AL2 Length L2 in Figure B-3

ALFA Die angle. Angle a in Figure B-5

ALFA Array of angles (in RFCC.1 and associated

routitnes)

ALOAD Forg•ing load per tool

ATM AAmbient ce=perature

AR Outside radius at :he beginning of each

angular segment

AXFEEP-D Axial feed of the billet per stroke

"BtLI Billet length

B".OR Billet outer radius

BILTT( Billet temperature

BILVE Billet velocity

BPULL Back-pull force (with a negative sign. if back

push)

CANG Cosine of the die angle

CT.UC'D Friction shear factor at the die surface

CF•ICH Friction shear factor at the mandrel surface

CL Axial distances of starting points of each

angular segment

CL.AR2 One-half of the clearance between billet

inner radius and rube inner radius

CLZA4& One-fourth of the clearance between billet

inner radius and tube inner radius
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COL71-M Temperature of the coolant in the mandrel

CONVOL Volumes of ring elements in the deformation

zone

CRAA Product of specific weight and heat capac.:7

of air

CR3B Product of specific weigh: and hear capac-4:y

of billet material

CRD Product of specific weighr and heat capaci:y

of die material

CRM Product of specific weight and hear capaci:t

of mandrel marerial

DE Outside diameter of the forged product

DELT Delta T. Time interval Ir for heat transfer

calculations

DELTAZ Delta Z. Axial distance between two suczessive

radial grid lines

DELZ Similar to DELTAZ but has a fixed value whi:h

is the axial distance between two successive

radial grid lines in the billet outside the

deformation zone

DENSTY Density of the material

DI Inside diameter of the tubular preform

DIEANG Die angle

DIETEM Die temperature

DLAND Die land length

DM Inside diameter of the forged product or

diameter of the mandrel

DO Outside diameter of the tubular preform

DVEL .Radial velocity of hammers

DZ Delta Z in each angular segment

ENVLOP Envelopment factor of the forging tool

FPULL Front-pull force (with a negative sign if

front push)

FR Strain rates/area at neutral plane

FRAC Have values equal to R /1Ri
where R- - [RTE-(I) + KE'(I-l)]/2

IR 4 a RTDT(I) - RTL%(I-1)
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FSTR Array of flow stresses

FSTRES Average flow stress in the material

GR Radial coordinates of grid points

CGx Axial distances of successive radial 3rif

lines starting from the exit of the die

CRY GRY(J) is the surface area at the Co e-billet

interface at grid ?oint J

HTC3 Heat transfer coefficient at the cvyindrical

surface of the billet material

HTCD Heat transfer coefficient at the cylindri:al

surface of the die material

HTCM Heat transfer coefficient at the cylindrical

surface of the mandrel material

HTT3 Heat transfer coefficient at the flat surface

of the billet material

HTYD Heat transfer coefficient at the f.lat surface

of the die material

EIT.I.4 Heat transfer coefficient at the flat surface

of the mandrel material

IBDIE Subscript of the radial grid line with which

die back section begins

ZEDIE Subscript of the radial grid line with which

die back section ends. Both IBDt! and :ED7l!

refer the storage locations.

IMID Number of radial divisions at an axial location

inside the dies

tPRI•T Intermediate results are being printed when

IPRMi is set a value betw-een 0 to 5. ?aefer

to Table 3-2, page B-33.

ITES6M maximum, allowed number of iterations during metal

deformation

ITOOL A code number for type of tool (I for round and

2 for flat face)

JEND Number of axial divisions at a radial location

inside the dies

JTE UHas a value equal to IEDIE + 1 and is used by

TPRINT for printing purposes
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K. An index to indicate finish shape product

has begun coming out

LI.IT Subscript of the radial grid line at which

when the billet end reaches, the process

simulation is to be stopped. For example,

if NDIE is equal to 10 and NBILT is equal

to 20, the billet end will be at (10 + 20-)

30th radial xrid line. To stop the

process when one-half of the billet length

is forged, LIMIT must be set to (10 + 10 m)

20. To forte the comolete lenath of the

billet LI.IT must be 10. To forge the billet

through only one grid length distance LIMrT

must be equal to 29.

wANT.�.E�Mandrel length. Note: real variable

,M•TEM. Mandrel temperature. Note: real variable

MAXL Number of axial grid lines from the center of

the mandrel to the outer surface of the billet

4nMl MAf minus one

A.XLP1 MAl plus one

4BPROD Subscript of the radial grid line at which

product begins to emerge

MDIE hNumber of axial grid lines in the die above

the billet outer surface

MDIFF Number of radial grid lines by which the

temperature distribu-_ion in the mandrel is

shifted with respect to the temperature

distribution in the billet at the end of each

cycle in order to compensate for the relative

velocity between the billet and mandrel

"IIPROD Subscript of the radial grid line with which

product front face coincides. (Similar to IBDIr

and IEDIE, nPROD and .IPROD refer to the

storage locations).
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!KPRWD .UROD old. The value of Che ..4TPROD in the

previous cycle is stored i.n this variable

>IP!ROD Difference between XEPROD and .M3PROD

.Y.q .Number of axial grid lines in the produc:

DMPRD~l .•R.D minus one

IPf.DPl MY.D plus one

XTOT Total number of axial grid lines including

the die

.M1 ,.%TOT minus one

.MTOTP1 'TOT plus one

NIA1IGLE Number of inlet angles on the die face

.MBIL Subscript of the radial grid line with which

the billet front face coincides at the beginn-

in$ of a cycle

.3ILPI nBILT plus one

.ThILT Number of radial grid lines in the billet

.CONT lumber of contacts between the die and the

material during the calculated tirme incerval,
Ac

.DIE Subscript of the radial grid ine *with which

the entrance face of the die coincide

YqDIL•l .E minus one

IDIUP1 .IDIE plus one

NDIV lumber of divisions in each angular segment (RFCOMP)

.WDOASN I assigned. MW is the number of cycles used

for process simulation. By assigning a value

to NDOASN number of cycles used for process

simulation can be reduced to a preset value.

Useful for program debugging.

NIUIL Subscript of the radial grid line with which :he

billet and face coincides at the beginning of a

cycle

.VORG Nlumber of divisions in the forging zone

lw•f .lumber of radial grid lines in the mandrel

WIlANKql ,MAn minus one

W.wI? 1 lus one



IMANT Number of axial grid lines in the mandrel

NR Number of radial divisions on the entrance s~ie

MNDL Number of radial grid lines from die ex•.: to

billet end surface

NREXTT Number of radial divisions on the exit side

NSTEP Total number of divisions in the zone of

de format ion

NSTRK Number of strokes in the calculated time interva..,

It

NTOT Total number of radial grid lines

NZ NZ(J) is the number of axial grid lines at the

die surface for the J radial grid line. NZ is

read in and then modified to account for the grid

lines in the mandrel

IZTEP Same as 1Z

PAI Same as ?I

PHI Tool contact angle (for round tools only.-)

Refer to Figure B-2

PI A constant equal to 3.141392654

POWER Forging power per tool

PR Array of radial pressures on the dies

PR.ESUR Logical variable to indicate that pressure

and load calculations are to be performed

PRL Array of pressures from the die entrance side

PRR Array of pressures from the die exit side

R Radial distances of the axial gr4d lines as

read. The same array is used later to print

radial distances in mm. units, also outside

radius at a given axial location.

RE Outer radius of the forged product

R.EDRAT Area reduction ratio

RFLOAD Not used

RI Inner radius of the tubular preform

NM Inner radius of the forged product or radius

of the mandrel
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RN Outside radius at neucral plane

RO Outer radius of the tubular preform

RPIPE Radius of the cooling pipe

iTr--• 4Modified radial distances of the axial

grid lines which accounts f":r the mandrel

radius

R1 A fixed value ecual to (RTM(.nAMA.N) •-

RT MQ(!mXL%,Nkf2) ) / 2
R2 R1 minus CLEAR2 (in R1TE. and associated

subprograms). Same as RE (in RFCOMP and

associated subprograms).

R21 CM2) 2- (RI) 2

R3 R1 plus CLEAR2

R32 (R3) 2- (R2)2

R4 (RTEMP(NXANPl) 4 RT-E.%T(NN.ANT))/2

R42 (R4) 2)2

R43 (R4) 2- (R3) 2

SAI Tool tanwency angle (for flat tools only)

SCR Scratch array for determining AR

SHEX Specific heat of the material

SQ3 A constant equal to the square root of 3

SR Strain races at grid points

STR Array of strains

STRADI Strain in the material at each grid point

STROKE Number of forging strokes per minute

STRR Array of strain rates

STtRAT Strain rate in the material at each grid point

SURT Surface area of the element at the intersection

of Ith axial grid line and Jth radial grid line.

It is equal to [RTEM(I) + RTEC(I - l)1.[2 x

(RTE4P(z) - RtTE4(t - 1)

SZ Array of axial stresses

SZL Array of axial stresses from the entrance side

SZR Array of axial stresses from the exit side
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T Temperature at the intersection of the Ith

axial and Jth radial arid lines

TALFA Tangent of entrance angle

TALFA Array of tangents of angles (in RFCOP and

associated routines)

TANG Tangent of the die angle

M Array of temperatures

MT Average temperature

TEPUM Value of energy rate integral. in RADFLW

TTRAC Fraction of the stroke time during which tool

and material are in contact

TL Total die length, equal to 1I I 12 + 13 + 14 in

Figure B-10

TI.%RTR Logical variable to indicate that temperature

distribution is to be calculated

TO RO - RI

TSCR A scratch array used to store intermediate

temperature values

TIUB IR Tube inner radius

TUBOR Tube outer radius

TUBVEL Tube velocity

UR Radial velocities at grid points
UZ Axial velocities at grid points

VELCTY Logical variable to indicate that velocity

field is to be generated

VOL Volume of elements around grid points

VI Radial velocity of the element at the intersec-

tion of Ith axial and Jth radial grid lines

VZ Axial velocity of the element at the intersection

of Ith axial and Jth radial grid lines

Z Axial distances of the radial grid lines as read.

The same array is used later to print axial

distances in m- units.

7.4 Distance of the neutral plane from die entrance.
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